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About This Game

From the designer of The Incredible Machine, Puzzle Poker is a casual game with a Poker theme. Features four different types
of games, Steam achievements, and online top scores.

You can play Puzzle Poker quickly and casually or with some deeper strategic thought. Slide poker cards to make the best
combination of hands before the timer runs out. Cash in early for bonus chips. Advance as far as you can. Chose the best time to

use your hints and your super-hint.
Four types of games

Chips Mania - Chips will be flying as you cash in hand after hand in this exciting game.
Casual Game - Play at a slow and easy pace.

Challenging Game - Play a more challenging game where you need to earn more chips in a smaller number of hands.
Unlimited Time - No time pressure at all. Take an unlimited amount of time to play each hand.

Other Features
Steam Achievements

Leaderboards
Stats

"Fun great game" - Jodell Ryan (ie Mom)
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the game is awful not even worth it if it was free.

basicly a click and hide screen game you can get from browser games. the game is not even lewd in any way. if the developers
think this is lewd then hope is lost for future games.

dont forget it gets stupidly hard i could not get past day 4 cause every 4 seconds 'dad' pops up i dont even have time to open the
damn thing. since i played this for too long i can not return it wich is a shame cause this is bad BEYOND BAD

ALSO FOR WHO IS INTERESTED NO TRADING CARDS OR WHATEVER I DONT THINK IT HAS ACHIEVMENTS
TOO ITS JUST RANDOM CRAP ACCEPTED BY STEAM.. Strange game but interesting and quite good. Can be really
challenging so don't expect walk in the park :). No... Just no. BAD GAME DO NOT BUY, BUGGY AND BORING. Very
realistic and immersive Go Kart racing simulator in VR. Good graphics, good sound effects, full support for steering wheels and
force feedback, realistic kart handling and the sense of speed is awesome playing this in Virtual Reality. I made a first VR
gameplay video on HTC Vive in Single player mode only, to show you the features and what you can expect from this kart
simulator graphic-wise and in terms of realism:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SGSt30yHaMo

So far I have only tested Kart Racing Pro in VR and single player mode doing some "test races" against a ghost kart (my last lap
performance), and all I can say is that this game has loads of potential. Here are some short hook-points:

Graphics:
Polished and good graphics, maybe not the best I have seen in a VR racing game, but still very pleasing. Kart models and my VR-
body is very detailed. Quite sharp in VR, but still needs some AA and supersampling to get sharp view on distance and horizon.
Weather effects are awesome, especially rain!

PC performance:
I turned up the SteamVR supersampling to 1.4x, and in-game Anti Aliasing to 4x and all quality settings on max, and could still
play without any frame loss and re-projection even when recording the gameplay with OBS at the same time. Im using a GTX
1080 Ti, so I assume that with slighly lower SS, you could play this on at least a 980 Ti or even 980 without reprojection. The
rainy weather conditions was little bit more PC demanding, but still no problems at all for me. Dont know how the game
performs when you have - lets say - 10 opponent karts on the track, but the graphical settings can be adjusted\/optimized a lot to
meet your PC-setup.

Controller support:
You have racing wheel support (my Logitech G27 worked perfectly with Force feedback) but you can also play with gamepads,
keyboard or joystick etc

Physics & engine:
This is a Kart Simulator and not a simple VR game, so expect it to be quite difficult and challenging from start, especially in
though weather conditions. Very nice kart handling and even though Im not a racing pro gamer and dont drive Go Karts much, I
still think it feels very realistic. The cars responds just like expected in every turn and the force feedback really reacts on every
little detail like bumps, tire movement, vibrations etc. There are loads of settings, tunings and customizations available, so this
Simulator is perfect for you if you really are into advanced Kart Racing.

Cars & Tracks:
Many different Karts available from various categories, and great variation! There are around 10 or 11 Tracks available at the
moment and they are all different.
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Multiplayer:
There is full Multiplayer support, but at the time testing I could not find any servers up or any guys to race against. I will save
this one for later, and update this review when tested.

Value:
Well, if you are into racing simulators and enjoy Go Kart, then the game is probably worth every penny for you. If you are more
of a arcade racing gamer, maybe you should look somewhere else. For me it felt quite expensive. 25-30 bucks would be a better
price tag, at least during launch. But of course, this is an advanced simulator, so I fully understand why its pricey as well...

The NOT SO GOOD-stuff:
- There is no full room-scale support, so you cannot move around your head freely forward\/backward and to the sides (check
my video and I explain this in detail).
- No singleplayer VS computer mode yet, so you can only play against yourself (ghost car) in singleplayer, for now at least.
- Not many multiplayer players yet, so the servers may be empty or non-existing now in the beginning.
- Quite weird that you need to press "CTRL + R" to align your VR view in car. I cannot see this option in the menus of the game
either (quite confusing, check my video for more info about this)

All in all, a great Kart Racing simulator that I can recommend to all racing fanatics and hardcore racing gamers - you will
probably love this one!

Cheers
SweViver. So did you ever wonder how it would be like to be a game developer? An indie one whose livelihood depended on it?
I doubt it would be all fun and games (pun intended) but you surely wouldn't resort to the same schemes as Warren, the
protagonist of Dev Guy. You wouldn't, right?

Dev Guy plays like an adventure game with just controlling the bearded fella who can merely interact with stuff and use the
single item he might be carrying at the time. The deadline for app store uploads is next day but he manages to lose all his files
(okay, he's apparently not heard of cloud storage before) and goes on a hacker-equivalent of burglaring frenzy.

Hacking plays out as mini-games when Warren tries the various games whose assets he's stealing. Probably the only challenging
one is the platforming mini-game with lethal spikes; the rest are mostly very easy, rather shallow mini-games from various
genres like visual novels and puzzles. They are fun enough to play or try once so they get the job done.

Dev Guy is perhaps a parody of indie development scene. Indie games may be short, artsy games; (relatively) hard, punishing
platformers; one-trick ponies that charm for a couple of sessions that you then leave to rot to your ever-growing gaming library.
Why, some even look like they have their assets stolen from other games. Dev Guy looks like all the described games above at
the same time.

Being a free single-player game, should you play Dev Guy? Well, it's got a load of funny enough gaming and pop-culture
references for less than 1 hour of play time. It's not bad - though it's not that good either, but I think it could be worth a buck if
there was a price on it. In retrospect it looks like a mediocre compilation of a small developer team's handiwork that does not
really break the point to be considered a commercial product but just *might* work as a showcase for something bigger to
come.

I'm still just saying *might* because its visuals are unpolished (perhaps by design, I cannot say) and there's not much replay
value unless you really like the jiggly mode that looks like something they threw on top of it because it looks funny. For a
completionist, Dev Guy is easy one to 100%.

If after this review you find yourself thinking you might want to play it, I propose you install it. Then, one day if you find
yourself having nothing better to do, play it through: you'll get that nice 1 hour of entertainment you were craving for. It might
also get you thinking of programming, development or ethics of those things (if you are into such things) but that I cannot
guarantee.. Not recommended, at least for this price. Two maps, nice but not overwhelming.

One nice bossfight though. Buy it when it's reduced. (Or buy the Karak DLC, you get more bang for your buck.)
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I only played free portion of the game, but if this game is as good as it is in book 1, I recommend it!

Graphics? Eye pleasing!
The best part is visible equipment, bonus points for that!

Music and sounds? Great!

Combat? For me, it's the strongest part of the game.
Every turn you get cards that you use to attack/stun/debuff enemies or heal/buff allies.
You can buff yourself to attack two times in a row.
You get cards by equipping items, like in Card Hunter and you get items from almost every battle, so it's pretty fun.
I suggest setting the difficulty to hard so that it would matter more what are you doing.

Story? I didn't find it very interesting, it's average at best.

I enjoyed the game and I might buy other books in future.

EDIT: Added missing articles, corrected grammar.. In the beginning was the Metal, and the Metal was ♥♥♥♥, and those who
followed the way of the Metal strived for all their lives to be METAL AS ♥♥♥♥!

Another great RPG by Crankage games. Metal as ♥♥♥♥ takes a not-so-serious look into Metal culture, and builds a hilariously
entertaining lore around it. Like all Crankage games, the interface is easy to learn, however the creatures in MaP present an
enjoyable and challenging level of difficulty which keeps the player engaged for the long haul. The awesome music only serves
to heighten the overall feel of the game, thoroughly enveloping you in an atmosphere of swords, magic, weed, and adventure. So
if you're an old metal head stoner from the 80's, or just someone who enjoys a good laugh while having a lot of fun, cancel your
Saturday night D&D game and get yourself a copy of Metal as ♥♥♥♥, the game so Metal it almost brought Dio back from the
grave.. I played for two hours hoping it would get more fun; it didn't. It is free though, so perhaps giving it more time would
open up something interesting, but I'll leave that up to someone else.. Very sloppy game play. The fork truck either goes super
slow or super fast. Damage occurs to the loads for no apparent reason. Its not worth the frustrating playing it. I removed the
game from my computer.. Extremely frustrating save system. They like to put save points just before long unskippable cut-
scenes so if you loose a battle or want to redo it you'll have the questionable pleasure of having to watch the same annoyingly
slow and unskippable cut-scene again and again until it drives you mad.

The story is good. The battle system is not as good as xcom imo.

Buy if you really liked BS1&2 and it is on sale since it's overpriced at full price for what it is imo.. my REFLEXES earned me
tons of achievements

okay they didnt but i have them anyway. Excellent Supercross Game. Congratulations to Milestone.
Please don't stop pushing the boundaries of racing.

Pros: - Great Racing
  - Better Handling than last years version.
  - Great Graphics
  - Better Career Mode.
  - Great Replays

Cons: - Game has a few bugs and glitches i'm sure developer will update.
  - I can't smell the VP fuel.

Any racing gamer will love this game.

Video at youtube: https://youtu.be/fBL_jYGv1PU. It's basically "Event Horizon" the game, but better.
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Fantastic depth for characters, unique & challenging game-play, and an amazingly immersive experience!

If you're looking for some fun then grab this gem!
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